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Constructing a multi-dimensional prior on the times of divergence (the node ages) of spe-15
cies in a phylogeny is not a trivial task, in particular if the prior density is the result of16
combining different sources of information such as a speciation process with fossil cal-17
ibration densities. Yang and Rannala (2006, Mol. Biol. Evol., 23: 212–226) laid out the18
general approach to combine the birth-death process with arbitrary fossil-based densities19
to construct a prior on divergence times. They achieved this by calculating the density20
of node ages without calibrations conditioned on the ages of the calibrated nodes. Here I21
show that the conditional density obtained by Yang and Rannala is misspecified. The mis-22
specified density can sometimes be quite strange-looking and can lead to unintentionally23
informative priors on node ages without fossil calibrations. I derive the correct density24
and provide a few illustrative examples. Calculation of the density involves a sum over a25
large set of labelled histories, and so obtaining the density in a computer program seems26
hard at the moment. A general algorithm that may provide a way forward is given.27
1 Introduction28
There has been much interest in using the Bayesian method to estimate the times of di-29
vergence (the node ages) of species in phylogenies [1]. However, in a Bayesian analysis,30
specifying the prior distribution on the ages of nodes is not a trivial task: for a phylogeny31
with s species, there are s 1 node ages to be estimated, and thus, a probability distribu-32
tion with s 1 dimensions needs to be constructed. Such high dimensional priors may be33
hard to specify, in particular if the prior is built from different sources of information, such34
as when combining information from the fossil record with a speciation process (such as35
the birth-death process [2]).36
For example, in the first Bayesian method of molecular clock dating, Thorne et al. [3]37
used the Yule process (a speciation process) to construct the prior on the node ages, but no38
attempt was made to combine the process with node age calibrations based on the fossil39
record. Later, Kishino et al. [4] used a gamma density to specify the prior on the age of40
the phylogeny’s root, and then used the Dirichlet distribution to construct the prior on the41
remaining node ages. They innovatively used the ages of fossils as minimum or maximum42
constraints on the ages of nodes (that is, by truncating the Dirichlet distribution). Thus, in43
Kishino et al.’s method, information from the fossil record can be used to inform the time44
prior throughout the phylogeny, but arbitrary fossil-based calibration densities on node45
ages could not be used.46
Bayesian methods to construct the prior on node ages by combining a speciation pro-47
cess with arbitrary fossil-based distributions were developed later. For example, Drum-48
mond et al. [5] introduced one such method, although no mathematical details on how49
their prior is constructed were initially given. Details of prior construction were given50
later [6]: the prior density is constructed by simply multiplying the speciation process51
density with the arbitrary probability densities on nodes with fossil calibrations. This52
approach to construct the prior seems undesirable as it “does not follow the rules of prob-53
ability calculus” [6].54
Yang and Rannala [2] laid out the correct approach to combine a speciation process55
density with arbitrary probability densities to construct the time prior. Let t1 be the age of56
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the root, and let t1¯ = (t2, . . . , ts 1) be the ages of the remaining s 2 nodes in a phylogeny57
of s species. Write fBD(t1¯ | t1) for the birth-death density of node ages conditioned on the58
age of the root [2]. Let f (t1) be a probability density (such as the gamma) describing the59
age of the root. A joint prior of divergence times can thus be constructed as60
f (t1, . . . , ts 1) = fBD(t1¯ | t1)⇥ f (t1).
Now suppose fossil calibration information is available for a subset tc of the node61
ages (other than the root), while tc¯ are the node ages without fossil calibrations, such62
that t1¯ = (tc, tc¯). Write f (tc) for the joint probability density that summarises the fossil63
information about tc. A joint time prior on all node ages that combines the birth-death64
process density and the fossil-based densities can be constructed as65
f (t1, . . . , ts 1) =
fBD(tc¯, tc | t1)
fBD(tc | t1) ⇥ f (tc)⇥ f (t1)
= fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1)⇥ f (tc)⇥ f (t1). (1)
Thus, to calculate the time prior using fossil calibrations and the birth-death process,66
one must calculate: (i) fBD(tc¯, tc | t1), (ii) fBD(tc | t1), and (iii) f (tc)⇥ f (t1). Calculating67
(i) and (iii) is straightforward, however, it turns out that calculating (ii) is in general very68
hard. In fact, here I show that the procedure proposed by Yang and Rannala to obtain (ii)69
leads to a misspecified density. Thus Yang and Rannala’s resulting conditional density70
for node ages without calibrations, fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1), is also misspecified. The problem is71
moderate, in the sense that the fossil calibration densities are not affected, and estimated72
divergence times on the phylogeny will be appropriately constrained by the fossil calib-73
rations specified by the user. However, the misspecified fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1) density can look74
quite strange and sometimes can have multiple modes, and may thus lead to a multi-modal75
posterior distribution for the ages of nodes without fossil calibrations. Such misspecified76
densities may be biologically unrealistic. An example of the misspecified prior is given77
in figure 1.78
The prior of Eq. (1), using the misspecified densities, has been implemented in the79
computer program MCMCTree [7] for molecular clock dating of phylogenies. The pro-80
gram is popular and has been used, for example, to estimate node ages in phylogenies81
using genome-scale alignments (e.g. [8, 9, 10]). Given the popularity of MCMCTree, and82
given the limitations of other methods (e.g., [3, 4, 5]), it is important to obtain the correct83
prior density of divergence times with fossil calibrations.84
Thus the purpose of this paper is to derive, from first principles, the prior density of85
divergence times under the birth-death process with fossil calibrations of Eq. (1). Here I86
show that calculation of the correct density in small phylogenies is straightforward, and87
I give a general form of the density for arbitrarily large phylogenies. Unfortunately, the88
density involves a sum over the set of possible labelled histories in the phylogeny (i.e. the89
possible orderings of node ages given the rooted tree). This set can be explosively large90
in phylogenies of many species, and thus application of the general form of the density91
is impractical. Thus I also sketch out a more efficient tree traversal algorithm that can92
be used to calculate the density. A few special cases where the MCMCTree program93
calculates the density correctly are pointed out, and brief recommendations to construct a94
reasonable prior in other cases are given.95
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The procedure of Yang and Rannala [2] is used to construct the time prior in phylo-96
genies of extant (or contemporaneous) species. In some cases, data for extint species may97
be available (for example, molecular data for viruses sampled through time [11] or mor-98
phological data for fossil species [12]), or data about the temporal sampling frequency99
of fossils may also be available (e.g. [13, 14]). In such cases it is not necessary to use100
fossil calibrations densities. The birth-death process conditioned on the extant and extinct101
species can then be used to construct the time prior ([11, 14]). Development of the time102
prior in the variety of cases that may arise is an exciting and fast-paced area of research.103
The focus of this paper is on the special case of phylogenies of extant species with fossil104
calibration densities [2].105
2 The birth-death process with species sampling106
The birth-death process with species sampling was introduced by Yang and Rannala [15]107
for Bayesian estimation of phylogenies. Consider estimating the tree topology and di-108
vergence times for s contemporaneous species. The ordered divergence times are t(1) <109
t(2) < · · · < t(s 1), where t(s 1) is the age of the root. Under the birth-death process, the110
joint (prior) distribution of a labelled history p (an ordering of node ages for topology t)111
and a set of ordered times conditioned on the age of the root and the s species is112








g(t(i) | t(s 1)), (2)
(Eq. 5 in [15]), where g(t(i) | t(s 1)) is the birth-death kernel density (Eq. 4 in [2]), and113
NH = s!(s  1)!/2s 1 is the total number of labelled histories given s species. In the114
birth-death process all histories have the same probability of being sampled, and thus115
Pr(p) = 1/NH .116
For example, consider the case of four species. There are NH = 4!3!/23 = 18 labelled117
histories, corresponding to 15 distinct rooted tree topologies. Figure 2 lists two of the118
histories for one topology. Now consider the smallest time in the phylogeny, t(1), and the119
age of the last common ancestor of species a and b, ta,b (we call ta,b a labelled time). In120
some labelled histories, t(1) = ta,b, but in general this is not the case (figure 2). Clearly,121
T(1) and Ta,b are different random variables. Thus, in order to adapt the birth-death process122
to estimation of divergence times on fixed topologies with fossil calibrations, we need to123
derive the density of the labelled times, so that we can apply fossil calibrations on them.124
For example, consider calculation of the distribution of ta,b, given topology t (fig-125
ure 2), fBD(ta,b | t). Half of the time, we will sample history p1 (i.e. Pr(p1 | t) = 1/2),126
where ta,b < tc,d , and thus ta,b will have the density of an order statistic of rank 1 (the127
minimum, [16]), and so fBD(ta,b | p1) = 2g(ta,b)[1 G(ta,b)], while the other half of the128
time, we will sample p2 and thus ta,b will have the density of the maximum, fBD(ta,b |129
p2) = 2g(ta,b)G(ta,b). Thus the density is130
fBD(ta,b | t) = Pr(p1 | t) fBD(ta,b | p1)+
Pr(p2 | t) fBD(ta,b | p2)
= g(ta,b).
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To obtain the joint density of ta,b and tc,d given t , note that there are 2! ways to order the131
two times, but “only” 2 of those (the two labeled histories) are compatible with the tree,132
this leads to133
fBD(ta,b, tc,d | t1) = 2!/2⇥g(ta,b)g(tc,d).
This observation can be generalised to any tree of s species to obtain the joint density for134
the ages of the s 2 internal nodes conditioned on the age of the root. One can then use135
first principles of probability theory to derive the marginal densities of the sets of nodes136
with fossil calibrations. This is the topic of the next section.137
3 Birth-death prior of times with fossil calibrations138
Consider a phylogeny of s species, where the topology, t , of the phylogeny is known. The139
s  1 labelled divergence times are t = (t1, . . . , ts 1), where t1 is the age of the root. The140
joint prior of t1¯ = (t2, . . . , ts 1) conditioned on the age of the root t1 and the tree topology141
t is142




g(ti | t1)⇥ It , (3)
where the indicator function It = 0 if any node is older than its parent, and It = 1 if143







g(ti | t1)⇥ It dt1¯ = (s 2)!/nH . (4)
where nH is the number of labelled histories given the rooted tree. To derive K note that145
there are (s  2)! ways to order the s  2 internal node ages, but only nH of those are146
compatible with the tree topology, thus resulting in Eq. (4).147
The joint time prior for all the node ages given the tree topology is then148
f (t) = fBD(t1¯ | t1) f (t1),
where f (t1) is the fossil-based calibration density of the root age.149
Now suppose that, apart from the root, there is an additional set of nodes, tc, with150
calibration information. The set of nodes with no calibrations is tc¯, so that t1¯ = (tc¯, tc).151
The calibrated nodes have joint calibration density f (tc). The time prior is then defined152
as153
f (t) = fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1)⇥ f (tc)⇥ f (t1),
where154
fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1) = fBD(tc¯, tc | t1)fBD(tc | t1) , (5)
and155
fBD(tc | t1) =
ˆ
TC¯
fBD(t1¯ | t1)dtc¯. (6)
We can obtain a general expression for Eq. (6) by using the theory of order statistics.156
Consider a particular labelled history p given the rooted tree. Write t(i) for the node age157
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with rank i. For example, for history p = (t2 < t3) in the tree of figure 1, the rank of158
t2 is 1 (because t2 is the youngest node), and so t(1) = t2 and t(2) = t3. The brackets159
around the subscripts are used to emphasise that the variables are ordered. Let k be the160
number of nodes with fossil calibrations, and let t(c1) < · · ·< t(ck), be the ranked calibrated161
times. The ordered node ages form a set of ordered statistics given history p . Thus, the162
joint density of tc conditioned on history p , is the joint density of the subset of order163
statistics, t(c1), . . . , t(ck). This density is given (after suitably defining t(c0) = 0, t(ck+1) =164
t1,c0 = 0,ck+1 = s 1) by165













[G(t(c j+1) | t1) G(t(c j) | t1)]c j+1 c j 1
(c j+1  c j 1)!
)
(7)
(p. 12 in [16]), whereG(ti | t1) is the distribution function of the birth-death kernel density,166
g(ti | t1). Now note that the integration volume of Eq. (6) can be “sliced” such that each167
slice corresponds to a particular labelled history p . Therefore, the integral of Eq (6) can168
be expressed as a sum of integrals over labelled histories, i.e. over the slices (Eq. 7). This169
gives170











fBD(tc | t1,p). (8)
Calculation of the conditional density fBD(tc | t1) by using Eq. (8) is, in general, not very171
practical. In trees of many species, the number of labelled histories may be so explosively172
large that the sum may not be computed. An algorithm to calculate Eq. (6) on a tree is173
given later.174
4 Misspecification of the time prior in MCMCTree175
As mentioned, the ordered times, t(i), and the labelled times, t j, are different random176
variables, and so it would be inappropriate to assume that they have the same probability177
distribution. Yet, this is what Yang and Rannala [2] assumed when they adapted Eq. (2)178
to estimation of divergence times on a fixed topology. They equated the joint density of179
the set of labelled times (i.e. times that refer to a specific common ancestor, such as ta,b)180
on a fixed topology, with the joint density of ordered times on a labelled history:181





g(ti | t1), (9)
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thus the normalising constant, K⇤ = (s  2)!, is incorrect (Eq. 9 in [2], cf. Eq. 3 here).182
They then obtained a misspecified marginal density for calibrated times by integrating the183
density over the ordered times:184
f ⇤BD(tc | t1,t) =
ˆ
Tc¯
fBD(t(1), . . . , t(s 2) | t(s 1),p)dtc¯ if p,
= fBD(tc | t1,p) (10)
(Eq. 11 in [2], cf. Eq. 7 and 8 here). The asterisk is used to indicate that the densities are185
misspecified.186
The misspecified prior is implemented in the computer program MCMCTree [7],187
which performs Bayesian estimation of divergence times on phylogenies byMCMC sampling.188
Misspecification of the integration constant, K, is unimportant, given that this constant189
cancels out during MCMC sampling on fixed topologies. However, the use of the misspe-190
cified conditional density is a more serious problem, as it can lead to strange time priors191
that do not reflect the true density under the birth-death process. Note that MCMCTree192
does not need to calculate fBD(tc | t1,p) for all labelled histories p , it only does so for the193
particular labelled history being proposed during MCMC sampling. Thus, MCMCTree194
can perform much faster MCMC sampling using the misspecified density of Eq. (10) than195
how it would perform if it sampled the correct distribution (Eq. 8).196
For some special cases, the misspecified (Eqs. 9,10) and correct (Eqs. 3,6) densities197
give the same result. Thus, for such cases, MCMCTree (version 4.8 at the time of writing)198
is guaranteed to calculate the birth-death prior with fossil calibrations correctly. The199
important cases are:200
1. When there is a single calibration on the age of the root, and the birth-death pro-201
cess is used to specify the prior on all remaining nodes. In this case only K is202
miscalculated, but as mentioned, this is unimportant.203
2. For comb phylogenies, irrespective of the configuration of the fossil calibrations.204
In a comb phylogeny, each node has only one other internal node as its child (the205
other child is a tip), and therefore there is a single labelled history compatible with206
the tree. Thus, in this case, Eq. (6) and Eq. (10) give the same result. K is also207
calculated correctly.208
3. When all nodes have fossil calibrations, because in this case the conditional density209
fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1) does not need to be calculated.210
In any other cases, the time prior needs to be examined explicitly. In the next section211
a couple of examples of calculation of the time prior under the correct and misspecified212
densities are given.213
5 Some examples214
Consider the four-species phylogeny of figure 1. The age of the root is t1 = 1, and the215
age of node 2 is t2 = 0.2. The age of node 3, t3, is unknown. We want to construct a216
prior density on t3 conditioned on t1 and t2 using the birth-death process: (1) first we217
find fBD(t2, t3 | t1); (2) then we find fBD(t2 | t1); and (3) finally we find fBD(t3 | t2, t1) =218
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fBD(t2, t3 | t1)/ fBD(t2 | t1). The kernel density is g(ti | t1) = 1/t1 (a uniform distribution219
between 0 and t1) with distribution function G(ti | t1) = ti/t1. This is the limiting case220
when the parameters of the birth-death process are µ = l ,r = 0 [2]. Using equations (3),221
(6), and (5), we get:222
fBD(t2, t3 | t1) = 1/t21 ,






fBD(t3 | t2, t1) = fBD(t2, t3 | t1)fBD(t2 | t1) = 1/t1.
The same result can be obtained by noting that t2 and t3 are conditionally independent on223
t1 (i.e. two random variables a and b are conditionally independent on c if f (a,b | c) =224
f (a | c) f (b | c)).225
We now calculate the conditional density as currently implemented in MCMCTree,226
that is, by using Eq. 10:227
f ⇤BD(t2 | t1) =
(
fBD(t2 | t1, t2 > t3) if t2 > t3,
fBD(t2 | t1, t2 < t3) if t2 < t3.
Applying Eq. (7) to calculate fBD(t2 | t1,p) gives228
f ⇤BD(t2 | t1) =
(
(s 2)!g(t2 | t1)G(t2 | t1) = 2t2/t21 if t2 > t1,
(s 2)!g(t2 | t1)[1 G(t2 | t1)] = 2(t1  t2)/t21 if t2 < t3.
The misspecified prior of t3 conditioned on t2 and t1 is then given by229













⇥ t212t2 = 1t2 , if t3 < t2.
Using the fossil calibrations t1 = 1 and t2 = 0.2, we get230
f ⇤BD(t3 | t2, t1)=
(
fBD(t3 | t2 = 0.2, t1 = 1, t2 < t3) = 1/(1 0.2) = 1.25 if 0.2< t3 < 1,
fBD(t3 | t2 = 0.2, t1 = 1, t2 > t3) = 1/0.2= 5 if 0< t3 < 0.2.
Note the density above is not a probability density as it does not integrate to one:
´ t1
0 fBD(t3 |231
t2, t1)dt3 = 2 (this is because K⇤ = 2 is twice what it should be). Figure 1 shows the mis-232
specified density 1/2 f ⇤BD(t3 | t2, t1) and the correct density fBD(t3 | t2, t1). The shape of233
the misspecified density is confirmed numerically by MCMC sampling with MCMCTree.234
The shape of the misspecified density is not reasonable. Inadvertently, the user has spe-235
cified an informative prior on t3, with half of the prior probability mass on the narrow 0236
to 0.2 interval, while a diffuse prior over the 0 to 1 interval was required.237
Figure 3 shows an example where the resulting misspecified conditional prior is238
bimodal. Nodes 1–5 in the tree have point calibrations, while the age of node 6 is un-239
known. Using the uniform kernel density, it is easy to see that the correct density of240
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t6 conditioned on the calibrated times is simply 1/t1. However, under the procedure of241
Eq. (10), the conditional density must be calculated over each one of the 5 labelled histor-242
ies on the tree. The resulting misspecified density is thus a piecewise uniform distribution,243
with each segment of the distribution representing one labelled history, and with the res-244
ulting distribution having two modes (figure 3). Multimodal time priors like this may not245
be biologically realistic.246
6 Integrating over histories: Calculating the joint dens-247
ity of tc248
In small phylogenies (as in the four-species case), the marginal density fBD(tc | t1) can249
be obtained by solving the integral of Eq. (6) directly. For large phylogenies, the integral250
may be too cumbersome. Eq. (8) offers an alternative, by partitioning the integral as a251
sum over the labelled histories, with each integral having a known form (the joint density252
of a subset of order statistics, Eq. 7). However, for large phylogenies, the number of253
labelled histories may be too large to make computation of this sum practical. Here I254
discuss a post-order tree traversal algorithm to calculate the integral that may provide a255
way forward.256
Before laying out the algorithm, it is useful to note the following. Consider the two257
daughter nodes of the root. These nodes are the last ancestors of two subtrees, which we258
call the left and right subtrees. For example, in the tree of figure 4, species a to f form259
the left subtree, while species g to j form the right subtree. The times on each subtree are260
conditionally independent on t1, and thus the joint density of Eq. (3) can be written as261
fBD(t1¯ | t1) =
(sR 1)!
nR ’g(ti | t1)⇥
(sL 1)!
nL ’g(t j | t1)⇥ It ,
where sR and sL are the number of species on the right and left subtrees respectively262
(s= sR+ sL), nR and nL are the number of labelled histories on the right and left subtrees,263
and the products are over the node ages on the right subtree (the ti’s), and over the left264
subtree (the t j’s). For example, for the tree of figure 4, sL = 6, sR = 4, nL = 8, and265
nR = 1. Conditional independence simplifies calculation of the integral of Eq. (6) as the266
non-calibrated node times in one subtree can be integrated out independently of the other267
subtree.268
Now we can use a postorder algorithm to traverse the nodes of the ten-species phylo-269
geny of figure 4 to integrate out the node ages without calibrations. If we start by visiting270
nodes on the left, the first node age to be integrated out is t9. The partial integral is271
ˆ t7
0
g(t9 | t1)dt9 = G(t7 | t1).
The limits of integration are 0 and t7 because 0 < t9 < t7. We next visit node 8, and272
integrate t8 out, giving273 ˆ t7
0
g(t8 | t1)dt8 = G(t7 | t1).
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The algorithm now returns to node 7, and we integrate t7 out:274 ˆ t5
0
g(t7 | t1)G2(t7 | t1)dt7 = G3(t5 | t1)/3.
The G2(t7 | t1) term inside the integral is the result of integrating the two daughter node275
ages, t9 and t8, in the previous steps. This integral is solved by recalling that g(x) =G0(x).276
The algorithm now returns to node 5. The age of node 6 is not integrated out as it has a277




g(t5)G3(t5 | t1)dt5 = [G4(t1 | t1) G4(t6 | t1)]/12.
Thus, because the left subtree is independent of the right subtree, and noting that G4(t1 |279
t1) = 1, we get the marginal density of t6 (one of the calibrated times) as280
fBD(t6 | t1) = (sL 1)!nL ⇥
1
12
[1 G4(t6 | t1)]⇥g(t6 | t1),
= 1.25g(t6 | t1)[1 G4(t6 | t1)].
Now integrating out the non-calibrated node ages (t2 and t4) on the right subtree, we get281
the marginal density of t3 (the other calibrated time) as282
fBD(t3 | t1) = 6G(t3 | t1)g(t3 | t1)[1 G(t3 | t1)].
For example, if we set t1 = 1, g(t | t1) = 1/t1, and G(t | t1) = t/t1, we get283
fBD(t3 | t1) = 6t3(1  t3), (11)
FBD(t3 | t1) = 6(t23/2  t33/3), (12)
fBD(t6 | t1) = 1.25(1  t46), (13)
FBD(t6 | t1) = 1.25(t6  t56/5), (14)
where FBD are the appropriate cumulative distribution functions.284
Figure 5 shows the marginal densities and distribution functions of Eqs. (11–14).285
To confirm the accuracy of the analytical calculations, we use MCMCTree to obtain286
samples from the joint distribution fBD(t1¯ | t1) (note this density is correctly calculated by287
MCMCTree). The sampled values of t6 and t3 can be summarised to obtain their distribu-288
tions (histograms), or their sampled cumulative distributions. The sampled and analytical289
functions match almost perfectly (figure 5).290
7 Discussion291
The tree traversing algorithm laid out above can be implemented in a computer program292
by performing symbolic integration of the corresponding densities at the nodes of the293
tree. The symbolic solution to the integral can then be evaluated to perform MCMC294
sampling. My initial analysis suggest that all the possible integrals that can be generated295
have analytic solutions. However, the task of writing computer code to perform the sym-296
bolic integration may not be trivial. It may be worth exploring in detail the special case297
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of the uniform kernel density, 1/t1. A relatively simple general solution to the form of298
fBD(tc¯ | tc, t1) could perhaps be obtained under this kernel. Alternatively, Eq. (8), which299
has a known form, could be implemented in the program, but this would make MCMC300
feasible only for small trees, or for certain special types of large trees with few labelled301
histories. In the meantime the biologist interested in using MCMTree for Bayesian mo-302
lecular clock dating must deal with the misspecified densities, unless the analysis can be303
performed under one of the three special cases laid out above.304
The misspecification of the birth-death process in MCMCTree only affects the prior305
density of times without fossil calibrations, thus, the fossil calibration densities them-306
selves are not affected. This means that in an analysis carried out using the misspecified307
density, the node ages will be adequately constrained by the fossil calibrations construc-308
ted by the user (however, note that truncation effects among fossil calibrations may affect309
the actual prior used, but this is entirely another issue [17]). Users of MCMCTree are310
advised to obtain MCMC samples from the prior (i.e. by running the program without311
sequence data), so that the prior can be examined. In most cases, the misspecified prior312
will be quite reasonable. Multimodal or other bizarre looking priors may be obtained313
with MCMCTree specially if several very precise calibrations are present throughout the314
tree. If the user considers the resulting priors to be biologically unrealistic, then several315
attempts at tweaking the calibrations and recalculating the prior by MCMC may provide316
a way forward. This advice should also be followed when estimating divergence times317
using any of the plethora of computer programs now available for Bayesian clock dat-318
ing (e.g. [18, 19, 20, 21]): each program has its own idiosyncratic way of dealing with319
fossil calibrations, and unfortunately, it is not always possible to predict what the resulting320
priors will be.321
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Figure 1: A misspecified birth-death prior with fossil calibrations. The inset tree has point
fossil calibrations on the ages of nodes 1 and 2: t1 = 1 and t2 = 0.2 (white circles). The
birth-death process with fossil calibrations is used to construct the prior of t3 conditioned
on the fossil ages. The correct conditional prior is fBD(t3 | t2 = 0.2, t1 = 1) = 1/t1 (dash-
dotted line). The misspecified conditional prior, f ⇤BD(t3 | t2 = 0.2, t1 = 1), calculated under
the procedure of Yang and Rannala [2] is a piecewise uniform distribution (solid line). The
wiggly, dashed line shows the misspecified density sampled by MCMC using the com-
puter programMCMCTree, which impements the mispecified prior. Because MCMCTree
does not allow point calibrations, we use t2 ⇠U(0.199,0.201) and t1 ⇠U(0.999,1.001)
as an approximation in the MCMC analysis. This example is analysed later in this article,
where full details are given.
14
Figure 2: Two labelled histories for a four-species phylogeny. The labelled histories are
denoted p1 and p2, and they share the same the tree topology t =((a,b),(c,d)). The empty
circle indicates the youngest node in the phylogeny, which has age t(1), while the small
horizontal bar indicates the last common ancestor of a and b, which has age ta,b.
15
Figure 3: A misspecified, bimodal birth-death prior with fossil calibrations. The inset tree
has point fossil calibrations for nodes 1 to 5: t1 = 1, t2 = 0.7, t3 = 0.6, t4 = 0.4, t5 = 0.3
(white circles). The age of node 6 is unknown. The conditional prior of t6 under the birth-
death process is fBD(t6 | tc, t1) = 1/t1 (not shown). The misspecified conditional prior,
f ⇤BD(t6 | tc, t1) (solid line), is a piecewise uniform distribution, where each segment corres-
ponds to one of the 5 labelled histories compatible with the tree. The density has discon-
tinuities located at the point fossil calibrations: 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.7. The mispecified nor-
malising constant is K⇤ = (s 2)!= 5!. The correct constant is K = (s 2)!/nH = 5!/5.
Thus the mispecified density integrates to 5 (i.e. K⇤/K = 5). The mispecified density is
confirmed by MCMC sampling using MCMCTree (dashed line) using uniform calibra-
tions: ti ⇠U(c 0.001,c+0.001), where c is the calibration age for node i.
16
Figure 4: A ten-species tree with fossil calibrations. Nodes 1, 3 and 6 have fossil calibra-
tions (white circles).
17
Figure 5: Marginal densities and distribution functions of two calibrated nodes in the ten-
species phylogeny of figure 4. The marginal densities fBD(t3 | t1) in (a), and fBD(t6 | t1)
in (b) are shown as solid lines. The corresponding sampled densities obtained with
MCMCTree are shown as histograms. The cumulative distribution functions FBD(t3 | t1)
in (a’), and FBD(t6 | t1) in (b’) are shown as thick dashed lines. The sampled cumulat-
ive distributions obtained with MCMCTree are shown as solid lines (they overlap almost
perfectly the analytical solutions). The analytic forms of the marginal densities and dis-
tribution functions are calculated according Eqs. (11–14).
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